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News

May - 2014
AutoMOVET meeting in
Kaunas
The AutoMOVET project
group meets in Kaunas
Lithuania 13. And 14. May to
continue working with an
ECVET system for the
automotive education.

Welcome to
First newsletter

March - 2014

AutoMOVET is on pentence goals of Automo- and teachers from other
the way. The seven part- tive VET-educations in the
ners are at the moment six partner countries and
working hard on developing compare! Then agree on the
similarities!! The next step
was to compare with reference to the EQF ( European
Qualification Framework)
and NQF ( the National Qualification Framework). So far
so good.

a competence grid that can
be used by other automotive departments in Europe
- a tool for mobility and
comparison of educations—
in short a go for an ECVETsystem for the automotive
VET-education in Europe.
The project had a super
start at the kick-off meeting in Denmark, where all
partners worked hard
simply to create an overview of their own national
automotive programmes.
It is not easy to compare
educational systems, levels
and learning goals. So, the
first step was to create an
overview of the final com-

New Modules for mobility
Six new automotive
modules will be developed
as a result of this project.
Six partner countries will
develop and offer one international automotive
module, each with an approximate length of two
weeks. The AutoMOVET
partners have chosen a
specific approach, which
means that each country
develops and offers an automotive module in an area
where they have something
unique and special to offer
European students.

countries can pick and
choose from the different
modules in the calendar.
The AutoMOVET modules will
also be advertised in the
calendar of an existing network at www.automobilityin.eu. Modules will, obviously, be described with reference to the AutoMOVET
competence grid. The six

new modules will be published in the next project
newsletter.

Facts about AutoMOVET
The project aims to eliminate some of the challenges
related to mobility for VET
students and increase mobility. With inspiration from
the LdV-projects MOVET I
and MOVET II AutoMOVET will
develop
 An automotive competence matrix and taxonomy table.
 One module per partner
 Memorandum of understanding and a format
Web Module Calendar
for learning agreement
The modules will be advertised in a joint calendar at a  “Mobility process guide”
set date, so that students  Final conference



Stundents’ mobilities start



Feb. 10 - 2014
AutoMOVET meeting in
Gouda.
The project group is working on a draft for a full
competence grid for the
automotive vocational
programme.


Jan. 29 - 2014
The danish
"Motormagasinet" has an
article about the project:Motormagasinet


October 2014

AutoMOVET invited to the
ECVET Forum in Vienna
AutoMOVET at the EFVET
conference in Porto
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Learn more about the
project at
www.automovet.eu and
AutoMOVET Facebook
group
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